We propose the Fréchet Audio Distance (FAD), a novel, reference-free evaluation metric for music enhancement algorithms. We demonstrate how typical evaluation metrics for speech enhancement and blind source separation can fail to accurately measure the perceived effect of a wide variety of distortions. As an alternative, we propose adapting the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) metric used to evaluate generative image models to the audio domain. FAD is validated using a wide variety of artificial distortions and is compared to the signal based metrics signal to distortion ratio (SDR), cosine distance and magnitude L2 distance. We show that, with a correlation coefficient of 0.52, FAD correlates more closely with human perception than either SDR, cosine distance or magnitude L2 distance, with correlation coefficients of 0.39, −0.15 and −0.01 respectively. arXiv:1812.08466v2 [eess.AS] 
Introduction
Music enhancement aims to accomplish two goals: separating a music signal from other, interfering noise signals and improving its quality to sound more like studio recorded music. Imagine a mobile phone recording of Vivaldi's Four Seasons played through low quality speakers in a large, reverberant room where a group of people are having a loud discussion. The resulting recording will not be pleasant to listen to.
Video hosting platforms such as YouTube [23] and Vimeo [20] contain a multitude of amateur musical recordings, often captured with a low quality microphone in a setup very different from a recording studio. Such recordings could potentially benefit from music enhancement.
Existing research has looked into techniques for speech separation [22] and speech enhancement [12] as well as separating music into its instrumental components [13] or removing the vocals to produce a karaoke version of the track [9] . Speech enhancement and separation have been active areas of research for many years. Applications include enhancing mobile device recordings, hearing aids and conference call systems.
For the specific task of music enhancement, we found it challenging to quantitatively compare different approaches or models with respect to the perceived quality of their output.
Standard metrics 1 such as signal to distortion ratio (SDR) and signal to interference ratio (SIR) [21] , which are typically used to evaluate signal separation algorithms, are able to determine which music enhancement algorithm produces reconstructed music whose signal is closest to a studio recorded original. However, these metrics do not take into account the perceptual quality of the reconstructed music which sometimes results in reconstructions with a lower SDR being more pleasing to listen to. A further disadvantage is that these metrics are full-reference metrics and require a copy of the studio recorded music that the enhancement algorithm should produce.
Based on the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID), introduced by Heusel et al. [7] to evaluate generative models for images, we propose the Fréchet Audio Distance (FAD) for evaluating generated audio. FAD compares statistics computed on a set of reconstructed music clips to background statistics computed on a large set of studio recorded music. We compare both SDR and FAD against human ratings to evaluate their correlation with perceptual quality.
Related Work
In speech enhancement there are three overarching approaches for evaluating the quality of the speech: direct signal comparison methods, human evaluations, and signal-based heuristics which are designed to correlate with human evaluation scores.
The first type of approach compares the enhanced speech signal to a reference signal. This includes basic distance metrics such as cosine distance and L 2 distance as well as ratio metrics such as signal to noise ratio (SNR), SDR and SIR [21] . These full-reference metrics are agnostic to the type of audio being separated or enhanced and can be used for evaluating music enhancement techniques without any changes.
Throughout this paper, we use the implementation of SDR from Raffel et al. [15] . Le Roux et al. [11] have recently brought to light some weaknesses of SDR and this implementation in particular. They propose a scale invariant SDR as an alternative.
Although useful, signal level metrics do not necessarily predict how a human listener will perceive the reconstructed music. For speech enhancement, perceptual level metrics are regularly used, where human raters are asked to compare speech output with ground truth. Human raters are typically provided with individual audio clips of speech and asked to evaluate the naturalness of the speech signal on a five point scale from 5 (very natural, no degradation) down to 1 (very unnatural, very degraded) and how intrusive the background noise is from 5 (not noticeable) down to 1 (very conspicuous, very intrusive) [8] .
The third category of speech enhancement metrics, which are not trivially applicable to evaluating music enhancement approaches, are automatic metrics such as Perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [16] and short-time objective intelligibility (STOI) [19] that approximate perceptual level metrics without requiring any human raters. Such metrics are designed to correlate with human evaluation scores for speech quality specifically.
When the result of a speech enhancement algorithm is primarily intended to be used as the input to a subsequent process, e.g. an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system, then it makes sense to measure its quality using an error metric designed for that subsequent process. Chai et al. [2] developed a method called acoustics-guided evaluation which uses an existing acoustic model and compares the posteriors of an enhanced evaluation set to the posteriors of its aligned, cleaned counterpart. The authors showed that this metric is highly correlated with word error rate (WER).
In this paper, we propose an automatic metric designed for music enhancement, which is based on the FID metric used to evaluate image-generating GANs. FID uses the coding layer of the Inception network [18] to generate embeddings from an evaluation set of images produced by the GAN and a large set of background images. The Fréchet distance [3] is then computed between multivariate Gaussians estimated on the evaluation embeddings and the background embeddings.
Fréchet Audio Distance (FAD)
Through our initial work developing techniques for music enhancement, we observed that signal based metrics often disagreed with our own subjective evaluations of the enhanced music. These metrics would penalize enhanced music that differed from the ground truth signal, even when it would sound more like studio quality music to a human listener. To this end, we propose FAD: a metric which is designed to measure how a given audio clip compares to clean, studio recorded music. Figure 1 : FAD computation overview: using a pretrained audio classification model, VGGish, embeddings are extracted from both the output of a enhancement model that we wish to evaluate and a large database of background music. The Fréchet distance is then computed between multivariate Gaussians estimated on these embeddings.
Definition
Unlike existing audio evaluation metrics, FAD does not look at individual audio clips, but instead compares embedding statistics generated on the whole evaluation set with embedding statistics generated on a large set of clean music (e.g. the training set). This makes FAD a reference-free free metric which can be used to score an an evaluation set where the ground truth reference audio is not available. Where FID uses the activations from a hidden layer in the Inception network [18] to generate embeddings, FAD uses embeddings generated by the VGGish [6] model.
As shown in Figure 1 , this gives us a set of background embeddings from the clean music and a set of evaluation embeddings from the output of the music enhancement model that we wish to evaluate.
We then compute multivariate Gaussians on both the evaluation set embeddings N e (µ e , Σ e ) and the background embeddings N b (µ b , Σ b ). Dowson et al. [3] show that the Fréchet distance between two Gaussians is:
where tr is the trace of a matrix. When comparing models, both the background embeddings and the evaluation set of noisy signals passed as input to the model are fixed. We often refer to the FAD computed between embeddings of the denoised evaluation set and the background embeddings as a model's FAD score.
FAD Embedding Model
VGGish 2 is derived from the VGG image recognition architecture [17] and is trained on a large dataset of YouTube videos, similar to YouTube-8M [1] as an audio classifier with over 3000 classes. The activations from the 128 dimensional layer prior to the final classification layer are used as the embedding. The input to the VGGish model consists of 96 consecutive frames of 64 dimensional log-mel features extracted from the magnitude spectrogram computed over 1 s of audio. Given that the input requirement of 1 s is considerably shorter than typical evaluation music clips, we extract 1 s windows every t seconds. In Appendix A, we analyze what value should be chosen for t and find that it should be 0.5 s, thereby overlapping each window by 50 %.
It is worth noting that the input to the existing VGGish model may not be ideal, given that ignoring the phase and using mel-scaled bins could lead to certain distortions going undetected. We investigate this further in Section 5.
Experimental Setup
To verify the usefulness of our FAD metric, we start by firstly computing the background statistics N b over embeddings from a dataset of clean music. We then apply various distortions to our audio clips from the evaluation set and compute statistics on their embeddings. The distortions can be viewed as both artifacts that could possibly be introduced by a music enhancement algorithm, or as interfering noises that were not completely removed. We obtain an FAD score for each parameter configuration of a distortion.
Artificial Distortions
The intensity of each distortion can be controlled by one or more parameters. We expect that, for a given distortion function, parameter configurations which distort the audio more should have a higher FAD score.
Gaussian noise : A distortion signal is sampled from a normal distribution, with µ = 0 and varying σ, and added to the input signal.
Pops : We randomly select p% of the input signal's samples and set half of them to −1 and half to +1, or ±abs(max input) if the signal is not normalized.
Frequency filter : The signal is passed through a high or low pass filter with various cutoff frequencies.
Quantization : The signal is reduced from 16 bits per sample down to q bits per sample.
Griffin-Lim distortions : The signal is converted to a magnitude spectrogram, and then reconstructed using the Griffin-Lim algorithm [5] . The quality of the reconstructed phase depends on the algorithm's iteration parameter.
Mel encoding : The signal is converted into a mel-scale magnitude spectrogram and back again using the original input phase. We look at two mel variants: narrow, where the mel bins only covers the frequency range from 60 to 6000 Hz, and wide, which covers everything from 0 to 16 000 Hz.
Speed up / slow down : The playback speed of the signal is increased/decreased by a given factor, and as a side effect this also leads to an increase/decrease in its pitch.
Pitch preserving speed up / slow down : The playback speed of the signal is increased/decreased by a given factor using a phase vocoder [4] which preserves the signal's original pitch.
Reverberations : Multiple dampened copies of the original signal are added using a provided delay.
Pitch up / down : The pitch of the signal is increased/decreased by a provided number of semitones.
All distortions are designed to be unaffected by loudness normalization. The distortions for each test parameter configuration are applied separately and in parallel to each of the audio segments in the evaluation set to generate embeddings. This results in an FAD score for each distortion parameter configuration. An overview of the parameters used for each distortion can be found in Appendix C.
Data
For our experiments, we use the Magnatagatune dataset [10] , which contains 600 hours of music samples at 16 kHz. We use 540 hours as the background clean music set and 60 hours for evaluation of the metrics. For human evaluations, a 25 minute subset of the 60 hour evaluation set is used, which is split into 300 audio clips of 5 s in length.
Evaluation Metrics
In addition to FAD, we compute the cosine distance, magnitude L2 distance and SDR scores of each parameter configuration of the distortions using:
where s d is the distorted audio signal, s c the corresponding clean audio signal. Please refer to Vincent et al. [21] for more details on SDR. The output range of cosine distance is between 0 and 2, where values closer to 0 indicate that the signals are more positively correlated, values closer to 2 that they are more negatively correlated, and values close to 1 that they are either not at all, or only insignificantly correlated. This follows from the definition of the cosine similarity. We omit the L 2 distance on samples from our analysis because, for normalized signals, a target t, and output o, the L 2 distance t − o 2 is 2 cosdist(t, o), which does not provide us with any further information relevant to the evaluation. Unlike the other metrics where lower values are better, SDR scores signals that are more similar higher. As a result, we plot -SDR to maintain a consistent pattern of lower being considered as better.
Human Evaluation
For our human-based evaluation, we asked raters to compare the effect of two different distortions on the same 5 s of audio, randomizing both the pair of distortions that they compared and the order in which they appeared. We included the clean original as a pseudo-distortion. The raters were asked "which audio clip sounds most like a studio produced recording?" and if they were unable to make a choice after listening to both clips twice, they were able to declare them tied.
Results
An overview of the FAD scores on the distortions described in Section 4.1 with various parameters is shown in Figure 2 . Overall, the FAD scores of the distortions generally behave as expected, with FAD scores increasing as the magnitude of the distortion is increased. For the Gaussian noise distortion, the low FAD scores for very small standard deviations are reasonable because such distortions are also barely detectable to a human. Their FAD scores of 0.2 − 0.3 are almost the same as the FAD score of 0.2 computed on non-distorted clean audio. We observed that distortions with similar FAD scores were of similar subjective quality, e.g. we perceived Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 0.031 as having roughly the same quality as setting the percentage of pops to 0.1, and slightly worse than quantizing to 4 bits. In Section 5.3 we run a large scale human evaluation in order to validate our subjective observations.
We verified that using an embedding model which only looks at a mel-scale magnitude spectrogram could still be useful in identifying phase distortions. Removing the phase and reconstructing the signal using Griffin-Lim is noticeable to humans, but often results in audio with an acceptable quality given a sufficient number of iterations. With an iteration parameter of 5, the Griffin-Lim distortion had an FAD score of 2.4. This steadily decreased when the iteration parameter was increased, plateauing out at around 0.31 after 500 iterations.
Applying a mel filter is also detectable using FAD. A wide mel filter with 64 bins results in an FAD score of 2.4, while using 32 bins increases the FAD score to 4.3. Even using 256 bins results in detectable FAD scores for both the narrow and wide variants. These last two results highlight the usefulness of FAD in detecting distortions and irregularities in music signals, and indicate that it should prove useful in evaluating music enhancement models.
Comparison to Signal Based Metrics
In this section, we compare how different distortions affect SDR, FAD and cosine distance. Figure 3 shows the SDR of distortions at various parameter configurations and their cosine distance with three distinct groups of distortions clearly visible. The boomerang shaped group consists of gaussian noise, quantization, mel filter, pops and reverberations which mostly function as additive distortions and do not affect the signal temporally. For these distortions, their SDR score is proportional to the logarithm of their cosine distance. The second group, forming a narrow band in top right corner, consists of speed up/slow down, pitch preserving speed up/slow down, pitch up/down and Griffim-Lim which displace the signal from its reference by either stretching/compressing the signal or by altering its phase. Each distortion in this group has a cosine distance value of 1, indicating that the signals are completely different as far as cosine distance is concerned. These distortions also result in variable and generally low SDR scores. Because SDR allows for time-invariant filter distortions up to a fixed number of samples T , it can still catch differences between them up to a certain extent.
The final group containing only the high and low pass filters have a cosine distances that are to be expected but surprisingly high SDR scores. This is again due to SDR being insensitive to certain transformations, which is explored in detail by Le Roux et al. [11] .
Comparing FAD to cosine distance (Figure 4 ), we again see two distinct groups of distortions. Along the top of the figure, we find speed up/slow down, pitch preserving speed/slow down, pitch up/down, Griffin-Lim and high pass all have cosine distance values of 1, regardless of the amount of distortion applied. On the other hand, their FAD values are almost always monotonic and increase when the level of distortion of is increased. The other distortions, gaussian noise, quantization, mel filter, pops, high pass and reverberations appear to be correlated on an individual basis but not between distortions. This implies that, while both metrics can detect these distortions, they rate their severity differently. The cosine distance penalizes reverberations and high pass more than FAD which is more affected by gaussian noise, quantization, mel filter and pops. In Figure 5 , we show FAD plotted against magnitude L2 distance. Overall the distortions appear to be individually correlated on log scale, but the two metrics disagree a lot regarding how intense the distortions are. The distortions gaussian noise, quantization, mel filter, high pass and pops are more highly penalized by FAD, while the others, with the exception of Griffin-Lim, are much more highly penalized by magnitude L2 distance. All parameter configurations of the Griffin-Lim distortion have magnitude L2 distances that only vary between 0.4 and 0.6 while their FAD scores are more spread out.
The FAD to SDR plot in Figure 6 is more spread out. As before, we see that SDR is almost invariant to the high pass and low pass distortions. Because FAD does a very good job of detecting these distortions, they form a band along the bottom of the plot. Another band containing speed up, slow down and pitch up/down along the top of the plot are the distortions that consistently get a low SDR score regardless of their intensity, while FAD increases with an increase in intensity.
For the remaining distortions, we see that each distortion's log FAD scores are correlated with its SDR scores. We observe that the two metrics rate the distortion types differently, with FAD again penalizing gaussian noise, quantization, mel filter and pops. SDR on the other hand is more tolerant of them and gives reverberations, Griffin-Lim, and pitch preserving speed up/slow down high scores. 
Analysis
Taken as a whole, these comparison plots split the distortions into 4 groups: SDR-breaking distortions : These are distortions that will lead to very low SDR scores, independent of the distortion parameter configuration. They will generally have high magnitude L2 distances and their cosine distance score will be around 1. Their FAD, on the other hand, appears to be sensitive to these distortions, with a low intensity of distortion having low FAD scores which increases for parameter configurations that cause more intense distortions. For some distortions, FAD appears to plateau by either always having a minimum value no matter how low the distortion parameter, or no longer increasing after a certain maximum distortion parameter. The group includes: speed up, slow down and pitch up/down
Somewhat SDR-breaking distortions : The distortions in this group have low SDR scores that vary with their distortion parameter configuration. While SDR can also detect the intensity of the distortion, their scores will still be very low even for low distortion levels. Their cosine distance is either continuously 1, or behaves similarly to SDR. FAD treats these distortions the same as the SDR-breaking distortions. Their magnitude L2 distances are medium to high. They include: reverberations, Griffin-Lim, and pitch preserving speed up/slow down.
Mainline distortions : For these distortions, all four metrics are low for low parameter con- figurations and progressively increase as the amount of distortion increases, although for some of them FAD may still plateau on both the low and high ends. Their rate of increase varies by distortion. This group includes: gaussian noise, quantization, mel filter and pops SDR-tolerant distortions : Unlike FAD, SDR has a hard time detecting low pass and high pass filters. For the cosine distance low pass behaves like the breaking distortions, while high pass is detectable and behaves like the mainline distortions. According to the magnitude L2 distance high pass behaves more like a somewhat SDR-breaking distortion and low pass like a mainline distortion.
Human Evaluation
Due to the time-consuming nature of the human evaluation, we only evaluated 10 distortions with total of 21 parameter configurations on 300 audio segments (25 minutes) requiring 69 300 pair-wise comparisons. After some training, the 20 raters were able to compare and rate two 5 s segments in under 40 s. The collected set of pair-wise evaluations was then ranked using a Plackett-Luce model [14] , which estimates a worth value for each parameter configuration. The evaluated distortions and their parameter configurations are listed in Appendix C together with their SDR and FAD scores. Figure 7 plots the worth values estimated by our Plackett-Luce model against both SDR and FAD scores. Neither of the plots shows a perfect correlation. SDR, with a correlation coefficient of 0.39, performs very poorly on speed up, pitch preserving speed up/slow down, reverberations and pitch down while correlating quite well with the other distortions.
The plot against FAD also shows some outliers, most noticeably high pass and low pass. They are, however, still somewhat correlated and overall FAD, with a correlation coefficient of 0.52, correlates better than SDR with how humans rate distortions.
The other two examined metrics, cosine distance and magnitude L2 distance, are plotted against the human evaluation results in Figure 8 . With correlation coefficients of −0.15 for cosine distance and −0.01 for magnitude L2 distance, both perform significantly worse than either FAD or SDR. In particular, these two metrics fail at being able to compare between different types of distortions.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the reference-free FAD metric for measuring the quality of music enhancement approaches or models by comparing statistics of embeddings generated by their output to statistics of embeddings generated on a large set of clean music. Unlike other metrics, FAD can be computed using only a model's enhanced music output, without requiring access to either the original clean music or noise signal.
By testing a large, diverse set of artificial distortions, we show that FAD can be useful in measuring the intensity of a given distortion. We compared it to traditional signal based evaluation metrics such as SDR, and found that FAD can be particularly useful for distortions which always lead to low SDR scores independent of the distortion intensity. Our evaluation using human raters showed that FAD correlated better with human ratings than SDR. These results highlight the usefulness of FAD as metric in measuring the quality of enhanced music and we hope to see others adopt it to report their results.
Future Work
Our goal was to develop a useful metric for evaluating music enhancement models and we have evaluated FAD as such. However, we suspect that FAD may also prove useful for evaluating a myriad of other audio enhancement and audio generation algorithms.
Although our evaluated set of distortions is quite large and diverse, it does not encompass all possible distortions that may occur to signals in either the real world or during enhancement. This is especially true if we wish to adapt FAD to other audio domains. As an area of future work, we would like to evaluate the effectiveness of FAD on further distortions and distortion combinations.
The VGGish embedding model uses log-mel features as input. Future work in this domain should investigate replacing VGGish with models that use other types of input such as raw samples or a complex spectrogram. A key disadvantage of our implementation of FAD is that it only looks at embeddings created on 1 s windows, which means that the metric is unaware of long distance temporal changes within a song. An embedding model which operates on music of variable lengths and computes a single embedding per song may be useful here. 
A Window Step Size
The VGGish embedding model that we are using requires an input of 1 s of audio. When extracting embeddings from a continuous stream of audio we can either partition the stream into 1 s long chunks or extract embeddings from a 1 s moving window every t seconds. Using a small embedding window step length t will provides us with more embeddings, which may result in us being able to estimate the multivariate Gaussians better.
We compare various embedding window step lengths to determine whether smaller values are useful. The results on some of our distortion configurations can be seen in Figure 9 . Overall the FAD scores change very little as we reduce the embedding window step length, indicating that computing many embeddings from highly overlapping segments is not necessary. For a couple of distortion types having non-overlapping windows does change the FAD score slightly, and we therefore recommend using an embedding window step length of 0.5 s. 
B Evaluation Set Size
As FAD requires measuring the distance between two multivariate Gaussians estimated on sets of embeddings, it can be greatly affected by the size of these sets. Using smaller sets will result in a less accurate estimate of the multivariate Gaussians. In our case, we assume that our set of background embeddings is significantly larger than the set of evaluation embeddings and investigate how large this set needs to be in order to have a stable FAD score.
As described in Section 4.2, we split our evaluation data into 5 s long audio clips. We are able to extract around 40 000 of these 5 s long audio clips from our full evaluation set. We apply distortions with various parameter combinations and extract embeddings using an embedding window step length of 0.5 s.
As possible evaluation set sizes, we consider k audio clips, with k being either 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 1000, 5000 or 10 000. For each of these possible sizes, we compute the FAD scores of our distortions at various parameter combinations multiple times using different subsets of evaluation audio clips, allowing us to examine how the evaluation set size affects the variance in FAD.
Different distortion types and configurations will have different expected variances, e.g. Gaussian noise with a stddev of 0.1 and speed up of 1 %. To compensate for this, we therefore we compute the index of dispersion D = σ 2 µ for each distortion configuration which normalizes the variances by the mean.
The average index of dispersion across all distortion configuration can be seen in Figure 10 . The very high value for 100 indicates that 100 audio clips or 8 minutes and 20 seconds of audio is not enough to compute a stable FAD score. An ideal amount would be about 5000 audio clips or around 7 hours. This is a lot of data for evaluation purposes and will often not be available. While not as stable as larger evaluation set sizes, we begin to get usable results from about 300 audio clips or 25 minutes of audio. 
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